Success for us is being proud of what we achieve and how we achieve it.
Mosaic Forest Management is a Canadian leader in sustainable timberlands management created through
the affiliation of Island Timberlands and TimberWest (in 2018) and has operated on British Columbia's
Coast for more than 100 years. We strive to be a global leader implementing the latest innovations and
technologies across our operations, with our people and their safety and wellness as our highest priority.
The Opportunity
Mosaic is growing and seeking a Field Planner to work at one of our operations located on Vancouver
Island, British Columbia (Campbell River, Northwest Bay by Parksville, or Nanaimo).
The Role
Reporting to the Senior Manager, Planning & Engineering, the Field Planner will plan and develop optimal
road and harvest blocks while keeping a high standard for safety, environment, quality, productivity, and
cost. Specific responsibilities include but are not limited to:
 Conducting cut block and road layout in the field on a regular basis;
 Designing and developing field layouts, coordinating surveying and mapping activities and
managing results and timelines;
 Developing and preparing road and harvest plans;
 Monitoring the quality of cut block layouts and files;
 Supporting the safe execution of planned harvest activities; and
 Traveling to and working across Mosaic’s land base and, on occasion, at remote camps.
The Field Planner role is a safety sensitive position.
Required Skills and Experience
 Valid Class 5 Drivers’ License;
 Technical Diploma in Forestry or equivalent;
 Forestry industry experience or forestry engineering summer student experience or equivalent;
 2+ years’ forestry engineering experience will be considered an asset;
 RFT/RPF eligibility or accreditation with the ABCFP;
 Strong communication and interpersonal skills;
 Practical knowledge of timber harvesting systems;
 Proficiency with Microsoft Office suite, ROADENG, GIS, LIDAR, GPS and ARCMAP;
 Ability to navigate difficult forest terrain and road construction sites on a regular basis;
 Ability to self-direct and effectively organize, plan and prioritize resources; and



Ability to travel in boat and on planes and do occasional overnight remote camp work.

What You Get
Living on Vancouver Island surrounded by the Pacific Ocean on the west Coast of Canada. We offer a
comprehensive and competitive benefits package which includes a company pension, health and dental
coverage, accident and disability insurance, paid vacation and health and wellness incentives along with
several other benefits and perks.
To Apply
Please submit your cover letter and resume to careers@mosaicforests.com by July 30, 2021. Use “Field
Planner – YOUR NAME” in the subject line .
About Mosaic
Mosaic Forest Management manages the forest planning, operations, and product sales for TimberWest
and Island Timberlands, delivering sustainable forest management within their private forest lands and
Crown tenure areas. All forest lands are certified under the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI).
Mosaic employs several thousand people directly and indirectly to achieve strong economic, social and
sustainable outcomes from the working forest. We are Canadian owned by major Canadian public service
pension funds.
Mosaic was the first forestry company in BC to achieve Progressive Aboriginal Relations
Bronze Certification and then Silver Level Certification. Also, the first forestry company in the world
to include the supply chain in its carbon accounting and recently certified by the Carbon Trust for our
carbon accounting across the company’s entire supply chain.
We are an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity and inclusion and welcome all interested
applicants to apply.
To learn more, visit MosaicForests.com.

